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Gentleman’s chair

FROM LOG TO CHAIR
John Greeves talks to Mark Griffin about
the making of a Gentleman’s chair

S

hould this really be called a Gentleman’s
chair? The name seems so disingenuous
when you examine the murky past
surrounding it. The early origins of
the Gentleman’s chair arose from the humble
reading chairs. These were first made in England
for private libraries in the early 18th century. The
reading chair was shaped so that the person could
easily sit astride it like a horse, resting his arms
on the broad yoked armrest at the top with a
small adjustable book ledge attached at the back.
Aside from its intriguing form of a narrow back
and broad shoulders and a multi-adjustable board
on the back, the chair often possessed a swing

out candle stick and pocket either side of its
shoulder, as well as a drawer in the front seat.
Maybe the gentleman sat reading Tom Jones,
Robinson Crusoe or even Gulliver’s Travels, if not
some other best-seller of the day. Of course
there were other variations of the chair, but
the basic format persisted, allowing the person
to straddle it as they browsed their book.
There were other off shoots of this concept
with some prayer chairs (prie dieu) having a very
similar build to that of a Gentleman’s chair but
neither a prayer or a litany could anticipate what
would come next.
From being the stately reading chairs of erudite

Inside the cockpit at St Fagans National Museum
of History, Wales

A completed Gentleman’s chair
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gentlemen, these humble specimens suddenly
found themselves transformed into the
‘cockfighting chairs’ of the 18th century. The
cockpit was where gentleman and pauper were
allied side-by-side and where all social classes
mingled, intent only on the frenzied betting
of a deadly blood match.
Furniture makers were quick to seize the
opportunity to offer cockfighting chairs with
the same narrow backs and crested tops to
anyone able to purchase one. William Hogarth,
a contemporary of the day, captured the cold
reality and cruelty of the sport in his etching
entitled ‘The Cockpit 1759’, but cockfighting
wasn’t actually banned in England and Wales
until 1835.

Cleaving
www.getwoodworking.com

FURTHER INFORMATION

To find out more about Mark Griffin and
his chairs, see www.rustic-ash.co.uk
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Tangential cleaving

Tangential cleaving – guiding the split

The cleaving brake

Why a Gentleman’s chair today?

with renowned chairmaker, Mike Abbott.
The components, once assembled into a
chair, have the seat woven in either Danish
cord, paper rush, sisal, bark or kamba.
Mark was introduced to green woodworking
in 1989. He’s a member of the Association of
Pole Lathe Turners and Green Woodworkers
as well as the Heritage Crafts Association.
He was only able to indulge his passion for
green woodworking fully after he retired from
the fire service in 2015, which was when he
set up his own business, Rustic Ash Chairs.
A friend of Griff who had a bad back asked
if he could design a specialised chair for him:
“This particular friend always sat on a chair
the wrong way round,” Griff tells me.
He researched the topic and came across
an 18th century chair that was, in his words:
“Quite padded and elaborate, with the sitter
straddled across it.” He had unearthed
the cockfighting or Gentleman’s chair, which
was the perfect remedy for his friend’s bad back.
He came up with his own contemporary design,
which included a very narrow backed chair
with a woven seat. His friend could sit astride
it without splaying his feet while comfortably
resting his arms on the top, and as such was
able to relieve the nagging pain.
Since then Griff has constructed upwards
of 35 similar chairs with varying back patterns.
The chairs, by the way, are “extremely comfortable
to sit on both ways,” and at the time of writing,
Griff was busy making four of these particular
chairs as part of a dining table set.

His has a narrow back and a woven trapeziumshaped seat. The ‘undercarriage’, as it’s called,
consists of all the rungs beneath seat height. The
components at seat level are referred to as seat
rails and the components going across the back
as back rails, or again, simply as back rungs. The
decorative feature is sometimes created with
the spindles held in place with these back rails
or rungs. There’s no gluing and the chair is held
together by compressing oval tenons into round
mortises. The height of the seat is anywhere
between 440 and 480mm, but generally ranges
from 450-460mm in height with the back 9501,000mm, depending on individual specifications.

Mark Griffin (Griff) (see photo overleaf) is a green
woodworking chairmaker based in Oxfordshire
who specialises in designing and making a wide
range of chairs including rocking, spindle back, lath
back, ladder back and the backward facing cockfighting or Gentleman’s chair. All the components
are made from green ash and employ traditional
techniques using only hand tools and a wet-dry
jointing technique that he learnt from working

Rung and rail blanks

Chair description
The shaving horse

Some of the decorative features may differ
in Griff’s unique Gentleman’s chair design.

Shaving the back chair legs

Shaved chair legs
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Timber selection

Griff harvests his timber from a local mixed
woodland, which contains Douglas fir, larch and
other indigenous species. As a volunteer he has
an arrangement to work in the woodland one
day a week with the land owner and in return
can take away a tree cut into 4-5ft lengths every
few weeks. “The ash is ideal for me,” he says.
“The land owner can’t use it, as it’s not really big
enough for any commercial use and all it’s really
doing is taking nutrients from the soil.” The ash
has to be reasonably knot-free, especially for the
back legs, which are the strongest component in
the chair. It doesn’t matter if there are pin knots
in the front legs and even in the rungs and rails,
which can look quite attractive, providing they
don’t weaken the structure.

Splitting logs/cleaving

The logs are generally split from the top of the
tree down. An axe head is used first followed
by two different sized froes with a wooden maul.
Griff uses a cleaving brake to hold the timber

Two pairs of chair legs in the steam box,
ready for steam-bending
www.getwoodworking.com

Chair legs in the jigs, ready for drilling

Drying cabinet, powered by a household light bulb

he’s cleaving. The logs are split lengthways with
the grain into quarters and then eighths. If size
permits they are also split tangentially to produce
leg, rung and rail blanks ready for further shaping
with an axe or drawknife. “I use a small axe for
trimming out the large waste, then get it onto
the shaving horse,” he says.

bending. All the components are made on the
shaving horse including the legs, rungs, rails and
spindles. Griff grades the timber: “I’ll choose the
best piece once it’s been split for the back legs,
followed by the front legs, then see how I’ll use
the rest,” he says. He generally crafts all the
smaller components that make the ‘under
carriage’ (components from seat down), plus
the back rungs and the spindles ready for the
dryer. He then shapes a tenon on the rungs,
rails and spindles.

The shaving horse

The wood is split or cleft rather than sawn,
then a drawknife and spokeshave are used to
refine the shape while following the grain. This
is important on the legs because not only do they
appear lighter but they retain the strength of a
sawn piece of timber twice their size. The ash for
the chair legs must be kept as damp as possible.
They are only made after the smaller components
have been shaved and dried. The back legs are
initially shaved to approximately 40mm diameter,
then they are steamed and held in jigs to create
the ideal shape. These are the only components
to be steamed in the construction of a
Gentleman’s chair.
Before steaming takes place, however,
each individual cleft is held in the shaving horse
while Griff uses a drawknife to shave down to
approximate dimensions ready for drying and

Chair temporarily assembled using bungees and
dummy rails ready to check the back frame fitting
www.getwoodworking.com

Components for one Gentleman’s chair

The drying cabinet & refining

The smaller components are then placed in
a drying cabinet over several days. There’s no
gluing involved; it’s a wet-dry joint known as an
interference fit, or press fit where the fastening
is achieved by friction after the parts are pushed
together rather than using any other means.
It’s a minimum of 48 hours before these smaller
components are ready. “I have a little moisture
meter and the ash goes from about 35% when
it’s split down to less than 4% after the drying
process,” Griff says. That’s quite remarkable
considering the dryer is a home-made insulated
box with vents, which is only heated by a light
bulb. For the rungs and rails, spindles dry more
tangentially than they do radially, so you get an
oval tenon. This is important when you later come
to assemble the chair. You want the long side
up and down the leg, so that when you squeeze
them together using the press, most of the
pressure is up/down and not side-to-side,
which may split the wood.
Once the smaller components are dried,
they are taken out and Griff refines the shapes
using a spokeshave and later a cabinet shave
to get rid of any tool marks.

The back frame

Chair sides in the jigs, ready for drilling

Joint cutting & assembly

Griff holds the legs on the bench and drills
the mortises using various angled jigs. “If I’m
making only one chair, I drill the holes so they are
all vertical to each other and a certain distance
apart, depending on how high you want the seat
to be.” He twists the leg and uses an angle jig
to drill at a specific angle. Griff explains that he
assembles the sides of the chair before the front

Partial assembly of the Gentleman’s chair
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Ready to fit the chair crest

Oak wedges keep the chair crest in place

Gentleman’s chair assembled and ready for oiling
before seating

Seat weaving in Danish cord

Seat weaving completed

Finished chair next to a shaving horse

and back. He has a home-made press, which
incorporates a two ton hydraulic jack, and this
squeezes the parts together. Once he has the
two sides assembled, he then lays them back
to back, before raising them so he can drill
the holes at right angles for the other side.
He uses a set of dummy rungs to insert
loosely into the mortises. After this he puts
a large ‘bungee’ around the chair to hold it in
position. Once he’s got up to seat height and

assembled it with loose pieces, this gives him
an indication as to how the back legs will align.
At this point Griff can make any adjustments
to the back rungs. “The timber may not be perfect.
You might need to shorten or extend those back
rungs when you make the back assembly,” he
says. When he uses the press to assemble the
chair, it creaks and groans. Occasionally, Griff
says: “You may get a component that snaps,
but I’ve never had a chair that’s come to pieces.”
Once he’s put it all in place and checked the
dimensions, Griff will then assemble the back
and drill any holes necessary for the spindles he
wishes to add for decoration. He drills the bottom
of the rung for the spindles to fit in, then he feeds
each spindle up from the bottom through the hole
before dropping them back into the lower of the
back rungs.
One of the last things he does is to cut the
tenons on the top of the back legs once the back
frame is assembled. He then fits the top rail or
crest, where you rest your arms.
Before he weaves the seat, he gives the chair
a coat of Danish oil; this is applied with a brush
and left to stand for about half an hour before
it’s burnished off with a cloth. The following day
he gives the chair a second coat, but this time
with a cloth and leaves it to stand for a day before
he seats it.

likes to use a modified Irish pattern, where he
builds up the warp and the weft at the same
time. He starts in both corners and continues
until he leaves a strip down the middle. Griff
likes to keep the weave tight and adds twists
and twirls as he proceeds.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS

Tools & equipment
• Wood brake, shaving horse, maker’s bench
• Large and small froe
• A wooden maul
• Steam chest
• Japanese saw
• Standardised set of chisels from 3-50mm
are sometimes used for paring the tops of
the back legs
• Drying cabinet
• Drill and drill bit set
• Drawknife
• Small axe
• Spokeshave
• Cabinet shave
• Bungee cord
Materials
• Green ash
• Danish cord
• Danish oil
• Paper rush
• Sisal
• Wych elm bark
• Kamba
• Abrasives

Seating

In the past, Griff has woven in Danish cord,
paper rush, sisal, bark and kamba but generally
he favours Danish cord, as it provides greater
uniformity. He knows he can achieve a much
neater finish from the Danish cord than he can
from sisal, Wych elm bark or seagrass (which,
incidentally, cats like to get their claws into).
He has a variety of patterns, but he generally
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The ideal chair

Griff believes that there is a certain aesthetic
or proportion to every chair. Sometimes he’s
been asked to build a chair of a certain size and
dimension by a client only for them to have
something they didn’t really envisage. He tries
to steer people from going too far away from
the standard sizes. “They often think this is
what they want, but it isn’t really,” Griff says.
“What’s important is for people to sit on one
and appreciate how it feels.” For this reason,
he doesn’t sell by mail order, only at shows.
Here he always insists people experience the
chair for themselves before they make any
immediate decisions.

The future

Bernard Shaw once said: “Happy is the man
who can make a living by his hobby.” This is
something many people crave and one dream
Griff has achieved. He considers himself to be
a very, very lucky person, not because he has
all the riches in the world, but because he’s
doing something he truly loves.
In the future he would like to move to a small
place with his wife in Pembrokeshire with a bit
of woodland. His ultimate aim is to run courses
in green woodworking so others can benefit from
his experience. In the words of Eleanor Roosevelt:
“The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of dreams,” and it seems, perhaps, many
more of us should be reaching for our star.
www.getwoodworking.com

